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Perfume. Chapters trace the traditions of scent, from the attars of Cleopatra to Marilyn Monroe's
Chanel No. Illustrations. The very word evokes an environment of sensuality. 5. The Reserve of
Perfume information the history, creation and selection of fine fragrance, providing a comprehensive
help to a fundamental element of the feminine mystique.
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Absolutely gorgeous. Lovely Coffee Table Book I love this book over and over again as I explore the
different perfume homes and their products. Perfumes are all in regards to a love story, and this is
fascinating. Maintain it on your own coffee table for pleasurable reading I bought it for my mom she
loved it I bought this publication for my mom for mother's time. She actually enjoyed the book. I am
presently hunting another duplicate because mine is worn out and today lost. If you're a collector
you can be kind to yourself by buying this book and making a list of the titles cited to add to your
stash. If you want perfume, learning more about it then check it out. About the creator of perfumes
and history behind each one. I really do admit that I enjoy wearing nice scents and this book
provided me some invaluable background information on most of the perfumes I currently put on or
want to use. Five Stars It was what I expected PERFECT!! Not a better or even more beautiful book
on this topic, whether in or away of printing!! A must-have for any perfumista! Serge Lutens wasn't
wven known outside of Paris for his excellent creations until this extraordinary woman offered his Iris
Silver Mist the attention it deserved!Coffee Desk Must Have If you are a lover of beautiful perfumes,
this reserve is for you personally. Helped begin a true healthy obsession. :-) Lovely doesn't do it
justice. It had been full of colorful photos of perfume so when a perfume collecter she said its must
to possess. I'd put good cash to locate a copy! must have reference for a collector In the event that
you collect perfume, you almost certainly want this book. Outside of the truth that it really is big,
pretty, filled with beautiful pictures, it contains a centuries old history of scent. The book was fairly
huge shipped promptly and I experienced no issues with it. If you just like big quite books, this is a
great coffee desk enhancer. I like it. Five Stars This is an excellent book for general perfume
information.
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